FIGURES OF SPEECH	M39
that when Antony repeats that Brutus and the |
rest are    honourable men    he is speaking irom
cally and intends the opposite    AVhen they fully
perceive this they cry     Thej were tiaitors
villains  murderers       (  Julius G,fi=ar    Act HE
Scene 2)
(2) Dramatic wony is the use of woids winch
have i second inner significance that is not realised
by some of the actors in a scene For instance in
feheridan s School for Scandal Act IV Scene 3
Sir Peter admires Joseph Surface s useful scretn
and Surface replies Oh yes I find great use in
that screen He and the audience know but
Sir Peter does not that at that very moment the
screen is concealing Peters own wife who had
rashly visited Jo_eph
It is helpful to remember that in Gieek the
word irony means dissimulation
Litotes A figure of speech which is really a
special kind of understatement (or Meiosis)
Instead of making a positive s*atemeut (eg
This is a difficult task ) we might use Litotes
and say This is no easy task thus expressing
a positiA e by the negative of its opposite
Malapropism An amusing inaccuracy in voca
bulary Words that have an accidental similarity
in sound may become confused in the speaker s
mind and the wrong word mav come upper
most Thus Mrs Malaprop complains that the dis
obedience of her niece gives her not hysterics
but hydrostatics It is not surprising that
Mrs Malaprop of Sheridan a The Rivals
has given her name to this kind of verbal
confusion though many before her time including
humble folk m Shakespeare s plays have uttered
malapropisrn Bottom in 4. Midsumme- Night s
Dream says that in the wood they may
renearse more obscenely when he means
obscurely
Meiosis A figure of speech where a deliberate
understatement is made for the sake of effect
English people are especially fond of Meiosis and
often use it colloquially in such an expression as
He made a very decent contribution mean
ing a very generous contribution The full
meaning of what we intend is often conveyed by
the tone of voice & a
This is some war
Metaphor It is helpful to think of the figure
Of speech metaphor as a condensed simile In
metaphor one thing ib not merely compared to
another as m sumle but is boldly spoken of as jf
it actually were that other Thus Bacon in the
following metaphor does not say books are like
food but speaks of them as if they actually were
food e a Some books are to be tasted others
to be swallowed and some few to be chewed and
digested
Metaphor is usually defined as the transfer of a
name or descriptive term to some object to
which it is not properly applicable thus making
an implicit comparison Shakespeare uses nauti
cal terms to describe our human situation when
Brutus says
There is a tide m the affairs of men which
taken at the flood leads on to fortune ( Julius
Csesar ActIV Scenes)
In Mixed Metaphor two or more inconsistent
metaphors are used of the same object as when,
speaking of a suspicion someone said I smell a
rat I see it in the air but I wfll mp it in the
bud
Metonymy A figure of speech where a person
or thing is not named directly but by some
associated thing Instead of saying The
prisoner addressed the magistrate w« might
use metonymy and say The prisoner addressed
the bench Similarly a speech from the Lord
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Chancellor    is sometimes cal]°d    a speech from
the Woolsack
Onomatopoeia The use of words which imitate
or echo the sounds they suggest e g
Seas half frozen slushed the deck with ^lime
Mispfkld
Oxymoron A figure of speech where words
that are usually contradictors are conVbin°d m
one expression e a bitter sweet
I know this is a joyful trouble to you
Macbeth    Act II feetneS
Paradox A figure of speech where a statement
is made that at first sight seems contradictory
or absurd e g
The rule of the road is a paradox atute
If you keep to the left you are sure to be right
and
The child is father of the man
"Wordsworth
Pathetic Fallacy A figure of speech where it
is assuniPd that thmets of nature ha>e feehnfca like
those of human beings e g
And daffadillies fill their cups with te u
Jiillon
In Greek    pathos   means    feeling
Personification 4. figure of speech where some
abstraction or some inanimate thing is represented
as a person e g
Bule Britannia
But look the dawn in russet mantle clad
Walks o er the dew of yon high eastern hill
Hamlet Act I Scene 1
Personification is really a special kiud of
metaphor
Pun The use of words so as to convey a
double meaning as in Belloc s couplet
When I am dead I hope it may be said
His sins were scarlet but his books were read
In the three puns that follow there is a sugges
tion of a banking transaction' The Egyptians
received a check on the bank of the Bed Sea
which was crossed by Moses Puns which were
popular in the nineteenth century especially with
Lamb and Hood are now out of favour
Simile A figure of speech which makes a
comparison pointing out a similarity between
things otherwise unlike It is usually introduced
by like or as eg
Men fear death as children fear to go in
the dark	Bacon
His own thought drove him hke a goad
Tennyson
Spoonerism. An accidental transposition of the
sound of two words so called after Eev \V A.
Spooner warden of New College Oxford ea
for
You have hissed all my mystery lectures
You have missed all my history lectures
Synecdoche. A figure of speech where the name
of a part is used for the whole, or the whole for
the part, eo
A fleet of a hundred sail
meaning of a hundred ships
Synecdoche is really a special kind of Meto-
nymy
Transferred Epithet    See Hypallage

